Most Able Homeworks for Art and Design
Key Stage 3
Create a series of 4 drawings of any object of your choice. Each drawing needs to be completed in a
different drawing style. Repeat this task and replace drawing with 4 different small scale paintings.
Visit an Exhibition. After your visit complete an artist copy of one of the artworks that inspired you
the most. This must be completed in the same materials that the artist used.
Create a 3D version of a 2D painting or drawing by one of your favourite artists.
Imagine you are an Art Critic. Write a review of a painting or exhibition of your own choice.
Key Stage 4
Create a research booklet based on a Contemporary Artist of your choice. The Booklet should
include 6 Artist Images, 1 artist interview or 1 review of the Artists work or recent exhibition, 4
quotes by the artist and 1 colour artist copy that you have drawn or painted yourself.
Create a series of 4 small scale mixed media pieces that tell a story or communicate a narrative. Use
a newspaper headline or article as subject matter. This could be based on recent or historical events.
Look at work by Robert Rauschenburg to help you with this task.
Write out 4 emotions or states of mind and create a visual representation of each. E.g. create a
drawing of what you think Determination looks like. Create a drawing or painting of what Leadership
or Collaboration or Teamwork looks like.
Create a 3D sculpture using junk materials. Try and link this to the same subject matter as your
current Art project in school.
Key Stage 5
Write a critique of 2 reviews by different critics who have written reviews about the same exhibition.
Create a painting or drawing using subject matter of your choice in materials you have never used
before.
Take a photo and deliberately make it out of focus. Now create an out of focus painting based on the
photo you have taken.
Create an image made up entirely of text only. Use the text in different fonts and sizes to create an
image.
Collect 6 inspirational quotes from contemporary artists.
Should Science and Art be considered as separate subject areas or do you believe they are more
intrinsically linked? Write out an argument that supports one of these points of view.

